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Four Important Transferable Job Skills and Abilities  

Transferable job skills are the abilities and characteristics you can take with you from one job to 

another. They are sometimes described as “portable.” You can learn these transferable skills 

while you are in school. The five skills described below will become more vital as you advance 

in life and a career. 

• Common-Sense Thinking Skills—Common sense refers to the ability to come up with a 

good recommendation in a situation, one that most people would agree is right. One of 

the greatest compliments an employer can give you is to say that you have common 
sense. Check your common sense with these questions: 

? Is my recommendation safe? 

? Will it lead to the best answer? 

? What are the consequences?  

? Does my recommended action violate others’ rights? 

• Problem Solving Skills—Everyone solves problems every day, both on and off the job. 

The kinds of problems you encounter at work usually can be solved using the same 

process that you apply to personal problems: 

? Observe the problem without emotion.  

? Notice what issues raise questions or cause conflict.  

? Name the problem (What is it?) 

? Ask others for any differing opinions 

? Analyze the pros and cons of different solutions 

? Identify the risks 

• Interpersonal Skills—These are the social skills necessary for communicating effectively 

with other people and understanding their point of view. The most effective 

communicators can “put themselves in the others’ shoes,” even when they disagree with 

their viewpoint.  Can you: 

? Disagree without being disagreeable? 

? Describe a problem without becoming emotional? 

? Be polite to someone you don’t like? 

? Show respect to superiors without obviously trying to gain their favor? 

? Welcome newcomers and include them in your group? 

• Adaptability Skills – Adaptability means being willing to change. It is a characteristic that 

helps you stay positive when things don’t go your way. How well you succeed in the 

future will depend on your ability to adjust to new surroundings, circumstances, and 

demands. Adaptability includes: 

 

 

 

 

 



? Willingness to accept new company standards and procedures 

? Readiness to take on new responsibilities 

? Refusing to pre-judge an upcoming change (a new boss, for example) 

  

Taken from Job Ready Career Skills, available online or in CD from Career Solutions Publishing 
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